AUST. COMPETITION &
CONSUMER COMMISSION
SYDNEY

2 / APR 2012 F

FormG
Commonwealth of Australia
Competition and Consumer Act 2010- subsection 93 (1)

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING
To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1} of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to
subsections 47 (2}, (3}, (4}, (5}, (6}, (7}, (8} or (9} of that Act in which the person giving notice
engages or proposes to engage.
PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM
1.

Applicant
(a)

Name of persons giving notice:
(Refer to direction 2)

N95844

Punt Club Pty Ltd (ACN 138 625 055} ("Punt Club"}

(b)

Short description of business carried on by that person:
(Refer to direction 3)

Punt Club provides an online facility (www.puntclub.com.au} to enable groups of
individuals to form and participate in "punters clubs" for the purpose of wagering on
sports and other events. Please refer to the submission in support of the
notification for further details.
Address in Australia for service of documents on that person:

(c)

C/- Wayne Leach
Partner, King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000

2.

Notified arrangement
(a)

Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or acquisition
of which this notice relates:
The notified conduct is in respect of goods and services supplied by:
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•

Punt Club, which include the provision of online services to enable
"punters clubs" to undertake betting and wagering activities in relation to
sports and other events; and

•

Luxbet Pty Ltd ("Luxbet"}, which may include wagering services, services
ancillary to wagering services such as account, credit wagering and/or
membership services.
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(b)

Description of the conduct or proposed conduct:
(Refer to direction 4)

A description of the conduct is set out in Section 3 of the supporting submission. In
summary, the conduct involves Punt Club supplying online services to enable
"punters clubs" to undertake betting and wagering activities in relation to sports
and other events. However, in order to participate in a "punters club" with Punt
Club, customers will need to create an account with, and obtain wagering and
related services from Luxbet, a related body corporate of Tabcorp Holdings Ltd.
Punt Club may, from time to time, offer discounts or other benefits to its customers
which can be redeemed through wagering via the Punt Club website.
3.

Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the notified
conduct
(a)

Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates:
(Refer to direction 5)

Persons who wish to use the online services supplied by Punt Club.
(b)

Number of those persons:
(i)

At present time:

Greater than 50.
(ii)

Estimated within the next year:

Greater than 50.
(c)

Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, their names
and addresses:
Not applicable.

4.

Public benefit claims
(a)

Arguments in support of notification:
(Refer to direction 7)

Please refer to the submission in support of the notification.
(b)

Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:
Please refer to the submission in support of the notification.
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5.

Market definition
Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 8)
Please refer to the submission in support of the notification.

6.

Public detriments
(a)

Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in
other affected markets:
(Refer to direction 9)
Please refer to the submission in support of the notification.

(b)

Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:
Please refer to the submission in support of the notification.

7.

Further information
(a)

Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised
to provide additional information in relation to this notification:
Wayne Leach
Partner, King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000
Phone +61 2 9296 2327

Dated

27 April 2012

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant

fP·~········
Wayne Lea?
Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
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DIRECTIONS

1.

In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, including supporting
evidence that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their
notification.

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by
or on behalf of the applicant.
2.

If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is
to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name ofthe person signing the notice, and the
notice is to be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so.

3.

Describe that part of the business of the person giving the notice in the course of the
which the conduct is engaged in.

4.

If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 have been reduced in whole or in part to
writing, a copy of the writing is to be provided with the notice.

5.

Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct.

6.

State an estimate ofthe highest number of persons with whom the entity giving the
notice is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time during the
next year.

7.

Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result from
the proposed conduct including quantification of those benefits where possible.

8.

Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in
particular having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good or
service that is the subject matter of the notification.

9.

Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed
conduct including quantification of those detriments where possible.
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Submission

Tabcorp Group –
Notification of Exclusive Dealing
Submission to the ACCC

27 April 2012

Submission

1

Introduction
This submission is provided in relation to a Notification of Exclusive Dealing lodged by Punt
Club Pty Ltd (“Punt Club”).

2

Background

2.1

Punt Club
Punt Club is a relatively small operator that provides an online facility to enable social groups
to form “punters clubs” for the purpose of wagering on sports and other events.
A “punters club” is a social betting group in which all members regularly contribute an equal
amount of money to a club kitty, and then take turns betting some of that money through a
licensed bookmaking service on behalf of the club each week. Typically, club members agree
the amount they will contribute on a regular basis and any winnings are shared equally across
the club members.
Punt Club enables social groups to operate punters clubs via its online facility. However, as
Punt Club is not itself a licensed bookmaking service, clubs and their members need to place
any bets directly with Luxbet Pty Ltd.
Further information in relation to Punt Club is available at www.puntclub.com.au.

2.2

Luxbet
Luxbet is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tabcorp Holdings Limited (“Tabcorp”).
Luxbet was granted a licence in September 2008 to conduct business as a racing and sports
bookmaker in the Northern Territory. Luxbet offers online fixed odds betting and tote odds
betting on racing, and a comprehensive suite of licensed fixed odds sporting and non-sporting
event offerings. Luxbet’s service is conducted through internet and telephone betting and can
therefore be used by customers located outside the Northern Territory.

2.3

Rationale for the notified conduct
Punt Club is not a licensed bookmaking service. Accordingly, punters clubs that use the Punt
Club services as a platform for their club need to open accounts with, and place bets, directly
with Luxbet.
As Luxbet is the exclusive wagering and betting platform supported by Punt Club, the Punt
Club account opening process also automatically enables the creation of accounts with
Luxbet.
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3

The conduct
The notified conduct is in respect of goods and services supplied by:
•

Punt Club, which include the provision of online services to enable “punters clubs” to
undertake betting, wagering and related activities in relation to sports and other
events (“Punt Club Services”); and

•

Luxbet, which may include wagering services, services ancillary to wagering services
such as account, credit wagering and/or membership services (“Luxbet Services”).

Specifically, Punt Club proposes to:
•

supply, or offer to supply, the Punt Club Services;

•

supply, or offer to supply, the Punt Club Services at a particular price; or

•

give or allow, or offer to give or allow, a discount, allowance, rebate or credit in
relation to the supply or proposed supply of the Punt Club Services,

on the condition that the person to whom Punt Club supplies or offers or proposes to supply
the Punt Club Services (“Customer”) will acquire the Luxbet Services from Luxbet.
Punt Club further proposes to:
•

refuse to supply the Punt Club Services to a Customer;

•

refuse to supply Punt Club Services at a particular price to a Customer; or

•

refuse to give or allow a discount, allowance, rebate or credit in relation to the supply
of Punt Club Services to a Customer,

for the reason that the Customer has not acquired, or has not agreed to acquire, Luxbet
Services from Luxbet.
Punt Club may also, from time to time, offer discounts or other benefits to Customers which
can be redeemed through wagering via the Punt Club website.

4

Markets

4.1

Markets
Punt Club considers that the relevant market is the national or state market or markets for the
provision of wagering services.

4.2

Suppliers and acquirers
There are a large number of substantial participants in relation to the supply of wagering
services in Australia. Those participants include:
•

other totalisators, such as UNiTAB;

•

on-course bookmakers, such as bookmakers located on the betting ring at Randwick
Racecourse;

•

corporate bookmakers, such as Centrebet; and

•

betting exchanges, such as Betfair.

Each of these providers can (and do) provide wagering and betting services to a wide range of
customers including members of the general public (both individuals and punters clubs) and
bookmakers.
There are a large number of punters clubs and social betting groups that currently operate in
Australia via a large number of license bookmaking services. Punt Club merely provides one
avenue of undertaking those activities through its online facility.
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5

Public benefits and detriment

5.1

Introduction
Punt Club submits that the benefit to the public likely to result from the notified conduct will
outweigh any detriment to the public likely to result from the conduct.

5.2

Benefits to the public

(a)

Competition
Punt Club considers that the notified conduct supports the operation of an innovative service
offering to Customers which, in turn, will promote competition by encouraging other industry
participants to respond with their own unique service offerings and innovations.
The exclusive arrangement between Punt Club and Luxbet will facilitate further investment and
innovation for the benefit of customers.
Importantly, it is not necessary to form a punters club in order to acquire gaming and wagering
services, either from Luxbet or from the range of other providers of wagering and gaming
services.
Similarly, it is not necessary for punters clubs (existing or new) to acquire services from either
Punt Club or Luxbet. There are a large number of punters clubs that currently and in the future
will acquire services from a range of suppliers of wagering and betting services. Punt Club
merely offers an online service which enables existing and new punters clubs to undertake and
monitor their activities through its online site, and is therefore designed to enhance their
gaming experience and the management of those activities.

(b)

Customers
The notified conduct would provide an enhanced user experience for Customers, enabling
them to manage their punters club activities (including the operation and management of the
wagering account) through a single website. These are benefits the Punt Club considers are,
or will be, valued by its customers.

(c)

Increased accuracy in reporting of wagering activities
The notified conduct will facilitate more detailed record-keeping, reporting and traceability in
relation to wagering activities undertaken by punters clubs and their individual members. The
notified conduct will involve both Punt Club and Luxbet maintaining records of the participants
in each punters club, the amounts bet and the amounts won and lost.
In contrast to the many informal mechanisms for the operation of punters clubs, this will
facilitate significant benefits in relation to reporting, detection and monitoring under Australia’s
anti-money laundering laws.

5.3

Detriment
Punt Club considers that the notified conduct will not result in any discernible public detriment,
anti-competitive or otherwise, for the following reasons:
•

The notified conduct will not reduce or limit the choices available to Customers. It is
not necessary to form a punters club in order to acquire wagering services, either
from Luxbet or others. It is also not necessary for Customers who do participate in
punters clubs to acquire services either from Punt Club or Luxbet. Punt Club is a
relatively small and new provider of services, and there are a number of alternatives
both for individuals and for participants in punters clubs;

•

The notified conduct will not have any adverse effect on competition between
wagering operators or punters club operators. Both wagering operators and punters
club operators are able to implement similar innovations and service offerings; and
4

•

5.4

The notified conduct will not increase any risks associated with responsible
gambling. There are currently a very large number of ways that social groups are
able to (and do) participate in various forms of punters clubs. The notified conduct
merely provides further choice and an enhanced user experience, based on Punt
Club’s innovative service offering.

Responsible gambling
Both Punt Club and the Tabcorp Group are confident that the proposed conduct will not raise
responsible gambling concerns. However, given the publication of the Productivity
1
Commission’s Report on Gambling , Punt Club and the Tabcorp Group wish to address the
issue of responsible gambling in the context of this notification.
At the outset, a distinction should properly be made between activities that seek to promote
the uptake of the wagering services supplied by a particular wagering operator by enhancing
the customer experience, and those activities or environments that do not reflect responsible
gambling practices.
Gambling is a lawful activity in Australia and the vast majority of Australians who choose to
gamble do so responsibly. It is widely recognised that many thousands of Australians derive
considerable enjoyment from wagering on racing and sporting events in a healthy and
responsible manner. Further, in every state and territory there is legislation in place which
seeks to maximise responsible gambling behaviour.
While there is a class of persons for whom gambling may raise problems, there is a much
larger class of the Australian public for whom gambling and wagering (e.g. footy tipping, and
horse race betting) is a legitimate and enjoyable leisure activity that is undertaken responsibly.
Both Punt Club and Tabcorp are committed to ensuring that people gamble responsibly. The
Tabcorp Group has been recognised as a world leader in responsible gambling as voted by
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index. Tabcorp’s wagering division has a Responsible Gambling
Code of Conduct, which has been approved by the Victorian Commission for Gambling and
Liquor Regulation. Tabcorp operates BetCare, a voluntary self-exclusion program that enables
members to exclude themselves from up to 15 TAB agencies as well as 15 participating hotels
and clubs. Members of BetCare can also opt to have their Tabcorp betting account
suspended.
The proposed conduct provides an enhanced wagering experience to those who purchase
provides and services from Punt Club, as distinct from encouraging, promoting or having any
quantifiable link with irresponsible gambling behaviour. Punt Club considers that many
persons who purchase products from punters clubs have a particular interest in wagering,
sport and/or racing, and would therefore place value on having the enhanced user experience
which will result from the notified conduct.
The fact that punters clubs inherently involve groups of people (in a social group within which
there may well be increased accountability) and each participant in the punters club is required
to contribute the same amount for wagering activities are each factors that further mitigate
against any risks associated with irresponsible gambling.

6

Further questions
If the Commission has any further questions, Punt Club would be pleased to assist.

1

The Inquiry Report was published in February 2010.
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